Host AGMDave says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<RESUME MISSION>>>>>>>>>>>.

CEO_JJ says:
::with CSO_Tyler:: CSO: I was told that you might need my assistance today

CO_Reed says:
::sitting in his quarters, reading over reports about the accident::

CSO_Tyler says:
::nods going over tricorder readings:: I'd like to set up a containment field around the cargo in bay2

CNS_Savar says:
::Coming out of office and heading to Sickbay::

CSecWolfe ::walks up to the CO's quarters and keys the door chime:: (Chime.wav)

CTO_Matt says:
::standing at his station in OPS, watching the sensors of the surrounding area of the station::

CFCO_Harr says:
::At duty station preparing reports on investigations:

CO_Reed says:
Door:  Enter.

Sec_Arcon says:
::In Security control, begins running a diagnostic of the internal sensor logs for the past week.::

CEO_JJ says:
CSO: I'll get right on it

CSecWolfe says:
::walks in, eyebrows furrowed and holding a PADD::  CO:  Captain......

CO_Reed says:
Wofle:  Yes?

Host AGMDave  (Console.wav)

CEO_JJ says:
::walks off to a TL:: TL: Engineering

CO_Reed says:
Wolfe:  Of course.

CSO_Tyler ::taps communicator::  *Nurse* Tyler to Nurse Maylin...please begin setting up your decontamination facilities near Cargo bay 2 (Comm badge.wav)

CEO_JJ says:
::TL stops:: ::walks out and down the corridor to Engineering::

CSO_Tyler says:
::heads for OPS::

CNS_Savar says:
Yes to the questionare.  Coming out with my logs this week.

CSO_Tyler says:
::steps off the TL Pad into OPS and sits at the Science Station::

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: A communication comes through from the mining compound on Arcadia IX.

CEO_JJ says:
COMPUTER: begin program CEO_JJ Shields. Set up a contamination field around Cargo Bay 2.

CTO_Matt says:
CO:  Sir, there is a communication from the mining compound.

CSecWolfe says:
CO:  I see we still have a guest......

CSO_Tyler says:
CTO:: Ensign....could you please feed your sensor logs of the scrapheap to my console

CEO_JJ says:
<COMPUTER>: field ready

CO_Reed says:
*CTO*:  Send it to my quarters.

CEO_JJ says:
*CSO*: CEO_JJ to CSO_Tyler. sir  the contamination field is ready.

CO_Reed says:
Wolfe:  The alien, you mean?

CTO_Matt says:
*CO*  Yes, Sir.  ::patches the communication through to the CO::

CSecWolfe says:
CO:  Yes, Sr

CSecWolfe says:
<er..Yes, Sir>

CO_Reed says:
::turns to the little viewer::

CO_Reed says:
::pushes the "on" button::

CSO_Tyler says:
*CEO* Good...if you had any contact with the cargo make sure you see Nurse Maylin for Decam

Host Chief says:
Arcadia: Captain Reed, this is Chief Ryan, here.  Our sensors have detected an odd reading about a lightyear out from here.

CO_Reed says:
Chief, odd in what way?

Sec_Arcon says:
::Brings up the station internal sensor access display, checking for abnormalities::

CEO_JJ says:
*CSO*: no I did it all from Engineering. But it might be a good idea if some one in OPS used the internal sensors to check for leaks.

CSecWolfe says:
::stands at ease, padd clasped behind his back::

Host Chief says:
Reed: Well, our sensors are not really the greatest, so it is difficult to tell, exactly.  It seems to be some sort of anaomoly.

CTO_Matt says:
CSO:  Yes, Sir.  ::patches his information from the frieghter into the CSO's  station::

CSO_Tyler says:
*CEO* Good idea  ::begins scanning the cargo bay for leaks in the containment field::

CO_Reed says:
Chief, does it seem to pose any sort of threat?

CSecWolfe says:
::listens in...but not intentionally::

Host Chief says:
Reed: Not at this time, but is is expanding.  ::turns to another crewman::I've just been informed that it may have temporal properties.  Captain, we are straining our resources to the limit.

CSO_Tyler says:
*CEO* Your field looks as good as ever...thanks for your help

CEO_JJ says:
::begins some schedualed diagnostics::

CEO_JJ says:
*CSO*: any time sir

CSO_Tyler says:
::begins cooralating the sensor readings from CTO and tricorder readings from the planet::

CO_Reed says:
Chief, our CSO is currently busy at the moment, but I will have him take a look at it.  Can you send me the coordinates?

CSecWolfe says:
::punches up the location of the outpost on Arcadia IX::

Host Chief says:
Reed: Sure.::pushes a few buttons on an old console::They should be there to you any moment.

CEO_JJ says:
COMPUTER: location of Ensign Rooney.

CSecWolfe says:
::on his handy PADD that is::

CEO_JJ says:
<COMPUTER>: ensign rooney is in his quarters.

CO_Reed says:
::downloads the coordinates::  We will look into it, Chief.  If it expands much more, you might be better off to evacuate the area.

CNS_Savar says:
<Computer>: Ensign Savar, you have OPS duty in 5 minutes.

CEO_JJ says:
Computer: sound an alarm in the Ensign's quarters.

CFCO_Harr says:
::Checks maintence logs on runabouts::

CEO_JJ says:
::alarm sounds::

CSO_Tyler says:
::double checks the status of the containment field::   CTO: If there are any oddities, or reports of equipment failure, please notify me. I'll be in bay 2

Host Chief says:
COMM: Reed: Thank you Captain.  I must get back to work now.  Out.

CO_Reed says:
::presses the "off" button::

CEO_JJ says:
*Rooney*: Rooney- you are supposed to be doing diagnostics today

CTO_Matt says:
::nods to the CSO::  CSO:  Yes, Sir.

CSecWolfe says:
CO:  Temporal Anomaly?  Do we have the resources to investigate a rift like that?

CO_Reed says:
::turns to Wolfe::

CNS_Savar says:
::Leaves Sickbay for OPS::

CSO_Tyler says:
::steps on TL::   TL:  Cargo bay 2

CO_Reed says:
Wolfe:  I think we may have a runabout equipped with Scientific instruments.

CEO_JJ says:
<Rooney> CEO: sorry sir I had an emergency with my kid at the school.

CEO_JJ says:
*Rooney*: OK I'll let it go this time but leave a message next time

CEO_JJ says:
*CFCO*: What's going on up there right now?

CO_Reed says:
*CSO*:  Are you busy at the moment?

CSO_Tyler says:
::arrives at cargo bay 2 stops at the decam facilities::  Nurse Maylin:: are the decontamination facilities complete?

CFCO_Harr says:
*CEO* Nothing unusual

CSO_Tyler says:
*CO*  I was just about to do another scan on the cargo  Capt.. It can wait however??

CEO_JJ says:
*CFCO*: alright. I am going to be on the Promenade getting something to eat. If I am needed please contact me.

CNS_Savar says:
::Arrrives in OPS::

CFCO_Harr says:
*CEO* How's everything going with the cargo?

CO_Reed says:
*CSO*:  Something has come up... the cargo scans can wait.  Report to Runabout Colorado.

Sec_Arcon says:
Computer:  Bring up all internal sensor events for the past week.  Disregard any events originating in Ops.  Print out to this station where the remaining events were originated from and by whom.

CEO_JJ says:
::walks out of Engineering and let's the diagnostics run:: *CFCO*: The Cargo is contained in a reinforced shield in Cargo Bay 2 at the moment that is all I know

CSO_Tyler says:
*CO* Aye sir on my way ::gets pack on Turbolift::   TL: Launch pad 3

CO_Reed says:
Wolfe:  I know that it is against protocal, but I am joining the CSO on this.  Something about this anomaly has caught my interest.

CFCO_Harr says:
*CEO* Thank you

CTO_Matt says:
::continues to monitor his systems::

CEO_JJ says:
::enters the TL up the corridor from Engineering::

CEO_JJ says:
TL: Promenade main enterance

CSecWolfe says:
::nods::  CO:  Understood.....

CFCO_Harr says:
::Goes to replicator and orders an iced tea::

CEO_JJ says:
::TL starts::

CSO_Tyler says:
::arrives on PAD 3:: looks around

CO_Reed says:
::heads to Launch Pad 3::

CSecWolfe says:
::shakes head, and heads up to Station OPS::

CEO_JJ says:
::TL stops and I exit::

CSO_Tyler says:
::steps into runabout...   runs a quick systems diagnostic

CO_Reed says:
::arrives at the runabout, and enters the door::

CEO_JJ says:
no one: too many people out today.

CSO_Tyler says:
*CTO* Tyler to CTO I'll be leaving the station, i've got my console monitoring the containment field..if it goes down..notify the Chief Engineer Immediately

CSecWolfe says:
::steps onto the lift, hands clasped behind his baclk::

CSO_Tyler says:
CO: hello captain

CTO_Matt says:
*CSO*  Yes, Sir.

CEO_JJ says:
::Walks around the Promenade and finds a replimat::

CSecWolfe says:
::steps out of the TL, after a brief ride, into Station OPS and looks around::

CO_Reed says:
Tyler:  A mining compound on Arcadia IX has reported a kind of temperal anomaly.  They aren't well enough equipped to scan it, so we are going to see what we can come up with.

CEO_JJ says:
::walks up to the replicator:: COMPUTER: deli sandwich and rocktageno

CEO_JJ says:
::food appears:: ::Picks up food and sits at a corner table::

CSO_Tyler says:
CO: A temporal anomaly??  ::begins prelaunch sequence::   could they be more specific?

CTO_Matt says:
::nods to the XO and continues his scans::

CEO_JJ says:
::eats::

CO_Reed says:
Tyler:  Unfortunatly, no.  They do not have very specific scanning equipment.

CSecWolfe says:
Station OPS:  I have the Conn.
FCO:  Set up a tracking protocol for the Runabout Colorado please.
Cnslr:  Are you bridge qualified at Sciences?

CSO_Tyler says:
CO: Should be fun   *OPS* Tyler to OPS ...Colorado requesting launch

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The AT boards the runabout and launches.

CFCO_Harr says:
CSESC: Aye, sir :Begins to set up tracking protocol for the Colorado::

CNS_Savar says:
CSecWolfe: I've had the basic training at the Academy, sir.

Sec_Arcon says:
Computer:  Location of Chief of Security?  Comp/Arconus Chief of Security is in Ops.

CEO_JJ says:
::finishes eating::

CO_Reed says:
@::inputs the specified coordinates into the navigational auto-pilot::

CSecWolfe says:
Cns:  Good.....upload any data about Temporal Anomaly's in and around Arcadia system

CEO_JJ says:
::heads for a TL:: TL: OPS

CNS_Savar says:
::Moves to station:: CSec: Aye, sir.

CSO_Tyler says:
@::looks uneasily at the Capt::  CO: sir..if you don't mind me asking....why are you on this mission??

CNS_Savar says:
::Brings up data on past temporal anomalies::

CEO_JJ says:
::TL starts:: ::TL stops:: ::walks out and heads for Engineering station::

CSecWolfe says:
::deactivates his padd and stands at the OPS station on the bridge::

CO_Reed says:
@CO:  It's not every day you get to check out a temperal anomaly.  ::smiles::

CSO_Tyler says:
@::smiles and laughs:: Aye Sir

CEO_JJ says:
CSec: anything new sir on the Cargo.

Sec_Arcon says:
Duty watch officer:  I'm heading up to Ops to talk to the Cmdr.  ::heads for TL::

CSO_Tyler says:
@CO: Course and speed laid in....::engages warp drive::

CSecWolfe says:
CEO:  I havent been given a report yet......report down to Docking Bay 2 and see what the hold up is

CEO_JJ says:
CSec: yes sir ::walks back to TL:: TL: Docking Bay 2 ::TL starts::

CO_Reed says:
Tyler:  This runabout is loaded with all the scanning equipment you can put on a runabout.  I hope you're able to better identify this thing.

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: After travelling for a few minutes, the anamoly comes onto sensors.

CNS_Savar says:
CSec: Are we recieving data about the current anomaly?

CEO_JJ says:
::TL stops:: ::I walk out and head to DB2::

CSecWolfe says:
*CO*  Sir.....shall we establish a data link with the Colorado's sensors?

CSO_Tyler says:
@CO: I'll try my best

CEO_JJ says:
::enters the De-contamination area::

CO_Reed says:
@COM: Arcadia:  That may be a good idea.  ::activates link:: Are you seeing this?

CSecWolfe says:
::nods at the Cnslr to activate the link on the main viewer::

CSO_Tyler says:
@CO: I'm going to bring her to a full stop Captain

CNS_Savar says:
::Activates link and main viewer::

CO_Reed says:
@::nods:: Tyler:  Have you seen anything like this before?

CSO_Tyler says:
@::disengages warp drives and comes to an all stop::

CEO_JJ says:
Nurse: Nurse-- where are you?

Sec_Arcon says:
::Enters TL::  TL: Ops.

CEO_JJ says:
::looks for the nurse::

CSO_Tyler says:
@CO: no i haven't....running the sensor scans thru the computer to check for any matching anomalies  ::begins the comparison::

CSO_Tyler says:
@CO: suggest launching a probe...woudln't want to get to close to it

CO_Reed says:
@Tyler:  Good idea.

CNS_Savar says:
Odd... ::Begins noting similarities between anomaly and wormhole::

CEO_JJ says:
::Can't find nurse::

CSecWolfe says:
::notices some distortions in the image::  Cnslr:  Can we clear that up?

CSO_Tyler says:
@CO: Aye sir....launching class IX probe  ::fires probe::

CEO_JJ says:
*CSec*: sir I cannot find the nurse who was on duty here in the de-com area should I enter the cargo bay and see if anyone is in there?

CNS_Savar says:
CSec: I'm putting up all the data I'm recieving, as we get it.  But I'll try.  ::Works console::

CSecWolfe says:
*CEO*  What is her present location on the station?

CSO_Tyler says:
@::monitors the readings from the probe::

Sec_Arcon says:
::Arrives in Ops, steps off TL and stares at the sight on the screen::

CSO_Tyler says:
@CO: sir are there any inhabited planets in the vicinity??

CEO_JJ says:
Computer: locate nurse Maylin

CO_Reed says:
@Tyler:  We are not in a star system anymore.

CNS_Savar says:
::Image clears slightly:: CSec: That's all the better I can get for you.

CSecWolfe says:
Cnslr:  What do you make of it?

CSO_Tyler says:
@CO: getting the probe readings back ::feeds them to the Capts console::

CO_Reed says:
@::looks down at the console::

CNS_Savar says:
CSec: From the data recieved from the AT, it looks like the anomaly is a wormhole, but certain readings are wrong for that...

CEO_JJ says:
<COMPUTER>: nurse Maylin is in the Officer's head on Deck 23

CSecWolfe says:
::eyebrows furrow::  Cnslr:  Is it artificial?

CEO_JJ says:
*CSec*: found her sir

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: A small, black dot appears at the center of the anamoly.

CSecWolfe says:
*CEO*  Her status?

CFCO_Harr says:
All:What's that ?

CNS_Savar says:
CSec: I can't tell with my current data.

Sec_Arcon says:
CNS:  Is the Astrophysics department database tied in?  ::moves to science console::

CTO_Matt says:
XO:  Sir, may I patch in with the info from the runabout?

CSO_Tyler says:
@CO: Captain... ::indicating the black dot and focuses scans on the new image::

CNS_Savar says:
CSec: Yes.

CO_Reed says:
@::looks at the dot::

CSecWolfe says:
CTO:  By all means

CTO_Matt says:
::patches in the infomation being received from the runabout and does a diagonistic on it and the black dot::

CO_Reed says:
@Tyler:  What is it?

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: Readings fluctuate, the anamoly begins to flash brightly, and the dot quickly turns into a vessel.

CSO_Tyler says:
@CO: Its another ship!

CSecWolfe says:
::blinks::  CTO:  Scan that vessel.....

CO_Reed says:
@::raises an eyebrow at the sight of a vessel appearing from nowhere::

CFCO_Harr says:
::perks up as he notices its another ship::

CNS_Savar says:
CSec: The sensor data from the AT indicates that the dot there is a vessel.  Interesting...

CTO_Matt says:
::scans the vessal coming out of the anomaly::  XO:  Yes, Sir.

CSO_Tyler says:
@ :: raises the runabouts shields::

CSecWolfe says:
CFCO:  Cross-reference the readins from that ship through the Memory Alpha database...see what you can find

CO_Reed says:
@Tyler:  Hail it.

Sec_Arcon says:
::moves to tactical console::

CNS_Savar says:
::Scans with science sensors::

CSecWolfe says:
Cnslr:  Perhaps a subspace transportation system?

CFCO_Harr says:
::begins to run cross reference on type of ship::

CSO_Tyler says:
@CO: aye sir..   ::attempts to hail the vessel::

CTO_Matt says:
::tries to cross reference the vessal with all known vessals::

CNS_Savar says:
CSec: I had not thought about that... ::Runs computer analysis on vessel::

CFCO_Harr says:
CSEC: It appears to be made of organic materials

CSO_Tyler says:
@CO: no response  ::scanning for life forms or type of lifeform

CSecWolfe says:
Cnslr:  Crude...and terribly powerconsuming.....

Sec_Arcon says:
CSec:Our intruders ship?

CFCO_Harr says:
CSEC: No matching references

CNS_Savar says:
CSec: The vessel is not in our databases.

CSecWolfe says:
Arcon:  a possibility

CSecWolfe says:
CTO:  Yellow Alert

CO_Reed says:
@::sends out a standard greeting, patched through the universal translator, on all frequencies::

CTO_Matt says:
::activates yellow alert::

CNS_Savar  (Yellow Alert.wav)

CTO_Matt says:
XO:  Yes, Sir.

CSecWolfe says:
*CO*  Might I remind the Captain about General Order 15.....

CSO_Tyler says:
@::scans for type of propulsion::

CSecWolfe says:
*CO*  On the approach of an unidentified vessel, that doesnt respond to hails, red alert is standard protocol.

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The vessel stops in relative proximity to Colorado, dwarfing the runabout.

CSO_Tyler says:
@CO: sir i'm getting some strange readings over there... the entire ship is giving off life form readings...almost as if ::pauses at the uncertanity:: as if the ship is alive

CTO_Matt says:
::tries to run the sensors data on the approaching ship and that of the alien encountered the other day::

CNS_Savar says:
CSec: It appears the entire ship is alive, and larger and more powerful than the runabout, if it comes to a fight.

CSecWolfe says:
CFCO:  Notify Starfleet Command....see if they cant send us some help in the form of a Starship....

CSO_Tyler says:
@ ::attempts to hail again::

CO_Reed says:
@COM: Arcadia:  Our shields are up, but I fear that powering weapons may seem threatening.  If at all possible, I want this lifeform to think of us as friendly.

CO_Reed says:
@COM: Arcadia: ... but weapons *are* ready.

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: Something beams aboard the Colorado.

CFCO_Harr says:
COM Starfleet Command: We have encountered a vessel arriving out of a Temporal anomoly request assistance in the form of a Starship ETA anticipated arrival?

CO_Reed says:
@::turns quickly::

Sec_Arcon says:
CSec:  If it is our intruder's ship I think they have a pretty good idea of our capabilities.

CSO_Tyler says:
@::turns around quickly::

CNS_Savar says:
CSec: I belive I have found data pertaining to our alien.  The U.S.S. Voyager reported contact with a species with extremely similar ships...8472, I belive.

CSecWolfe says:
Cnslr:  Nature of creatures....

CSecWolfe says:
Arcon:  That is what I am worried about....

CO_Reed says:
@::mentally notes that shields have appearantly no effect on this species::

CSO_Tyler says:
@CO:: whispering:: do you have a formal greeting?

CSecWolfe says:
*CO*  What is your status?

CO_Reed says:
@COM: Arcadia:  We have a... guest.

Sec_Arcon says:
CSec:  To get here the anomily would have to be an interdimentional rift.

CNS_Savar says:
CSec: Isn't our intruder of Species 8472?

CFCO_Harr says:
CSEC: it will take about 1/2 hour for Starfleet to recieve message

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: Captain Reed receives a mental image that is almost over powering, but not hostile.

CO_Reed says:
@Alien:  Can you understand me?

CSecWolfe says:
CTO: Begin setting the shields to a random frequency pattern......

CEO_JJ2 says:
::enters OPS::

CSecWolfe says:
Cnslr:  Here's hoping it isnt......

CNS_Savar says:
::Feels psychic contact::

CTO_Matt says:
::sets the shields to a random frequency pattern::  XO:  Yes, Sir.

CSecWolfe says:
CFCO:  If it comes to battle...at least they will be here in time to pick up the pieces

CO_Reed says:
@::sees mental image::

CEO_JJ2 says:
OPS:what's going on why are we at yellow alert

CSecWolfe says:
CEO:  Unidentified Alien craft.....bearing 135 mark 25.....edge of the system.

CEO_JJ2 says:
::walks over to Engineering station::

CSO_Tyler says:
@CO: ::whispering:: so far its not hostile

CSecWolfe says:
CEO:  any luck finding a way to track our "guest"?

CO_Reed says:
@COM: Arcadia:  I am receiving a mental image of some kind from this alien.  I believe it is trying to communicate.

CEO_JJ2 says:
CSec: that's pretty bad. sorry I wasn't here sooner the cargo was messing with my comm badge and I found out that I had to go through de-com before leaving

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The alien just stands there at the back of the cockpit staring at Reed.

CSecWolfe says:
Cnslr:  What did the Voyager reports say about these creatures?

CO_Reed says:
@::staring at the alien::

Sec_Arcon says:
CSec:  That would corrispond with our info on them.

CEO_JJ2 says:
CSec: I have been working on that for hours and I haven't been able to get any closer to finding a solution

CFCO_Harr says:
::mutters under his breath:: To die with glory, if one has to die at all, is still, I think, pain for the dier

CSecWolfe says:
CEO:  Well, we know it isnt a ghost.....there has to be a way to track it.....try heat/biosensors....

CSO_Tyler says:
@CO:  Captain??

CO_Reed says:
@::thinks of "peaceful" images in hopes the alien would be able to read them::

Sec_Arcon says:
CSec/CEO:  Motion sensors will do it, but we can't tell them apart from us.

CNS_Savar says:
CSec: It says that the Borg tried to start a fight with 8472, and eventually Voyager and the Borg worked together to develop a torpedo loaded with specially modified Borg nanoprobes.

CEO_JJ says:
CSec: that may work if I cross reference heat scanners with bio scanners I can detect the alien's body heat and tell it apart from everyone else on the station

CSecWolfe says:
Arcon:  set up a biofilter......take out all known bio signs that correspond with races found on this station

CO_Reed says:
@COM: Arcadia:  If I am understanding this correctly, the alien is not hostile.  They are very powerful, but not hostile.  They have been observing us.

Sec_Arcon says:
CSec: Aye sir.  ::Accesses the internal sensors::

CEO_JJ says:
::starts working on the new sensor program::

CSecWolfe says:
COM:Reed:  reports we have state the contrary...

CO_Reed says:
@COM: Arcadia:  They want to come near the station to retrieve their people so they can go home.

Sec_Arcon says:
CSec:  We don't know what classified data they may have taken.

CSO_Tyler says:
@CO: ::whispers:: the intruder?

CO_Reed says:
@CSO:  Yes.

CEO_JJ says:
CSec: the program is starting to scan the station sir it won't be long before I find the intruder

CSecWolfe says:
COM:Reed:  who knows what our "Guest" has observed or taken sir...

CEO_JJ says:
OPS: deck 1 2 3 4 5 scanned

CFCO_Harr says:
CSEC: Could we stop them if they tried to forcibly take thier people?

CSecWolfe says:
CFCO:  No....which is the problem

CO_Reed says:
@COM: Arcadia:  These aliens are indeed powerful.  They could take their people without our permission.  I believe they are trying to be polite.

CSO_Tyler says:
@CO: if your communicating telepathicly..maybe the Cns can use the same technique

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: Several Arcadia crewmembers arrive in OPS.  They are not people immediately recognizable.

CSecWolfe says:
COM:CO:  If they wanted to be polite, they wouldnt have been sneaking around

CSO_Tyler says:
@CO: to locate the alien onboard Arcadia

Sec_Arcon says:
CSec :  If we can't beat them how about they join us?  Who are you people?

CNS_Savar says:
@CSO: You ask alot of me.

CTO_Matt says:
::looks up at the unfamiliar people that just arrived::

CO_Reed says:
@CSO:  I do not believe the alien wishes to speak with the counselor.

Sec_Arcon says:
::draws phaser.  Sends trouble signal to security::

CEO_JJ says:
CSec: sir I have scanned the entire station except for this room- scanning wait a second

CFCO_Harr says:
:: warily observes newcomers::

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The crewpeople stand near the rear bulkhead looking at the viewer.  They say nothing and look at no one.

CNS_Savar says:
::Feels tension in room and graps phaser under station::

CFCO_Harr says:
CSEC: It's your cll

CEO_JJ says:
CSec: sir we have found our guests

CFCO_Harr says:
<cll=call>

CO_Reed says:
@COM: Arcadia:  Do we tell the inhabitants of other planets we observe that we are watching them?

CEO_JJ says:
::reaches under console and gets phaser::

CSecWolfe says:
COM:CO:  I never said I agreed with that policy, Sir....but I believe we have found our guests.....::turns around::

Sec_Arcon says:
CSec:  Teams on the way up.  If we can't stop them lets invite one of them to remain,  thereby we have a link to them.

CO_Reed says:
@::tries to communicate our slight distrust::

CFCO_Harr says:
CSEC: The only way to have a friend is to be one.

CEO_JJ says:
Whispers to the Coun: I am not sure what I should do at this moment beyond keep this phaser on them

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The alien nods slightly at Reed, then disappears.  The alien ship proceeds to Arcadia Station.

CSecWolfe says:
Station OPS:  Nobody move...

CSO_Tyler says:
@CO: grand entrance...grand exit... you can't ask for much more then that sir

CNS_Savar says:
Whispering to CEO: I'm not sure, either.

Sec_Arcon says:
CSec:  their ship is moving towards us.

CO_Reed says:
@::thinks::

CSO_Tyler says:
@CO: shall i set course for Arcadia?

CO_Reed says:
@Tyler:  Follow it.

CSecWolfe says:
Arcon:  Of course...not much we can do about it

CSO_Tyler says:
@CO: aye sir :: enters a pursuit course and engages::

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: As the alien vessel nears the station, it changes shape a couple of times.  It then resumes its natural shape.

CEO_JJ says:
::keeps an eye on the aliens::

CO_Reed says:
@COM: Arcadia:  I sincerely believe they intend no harm.

CNS_Savar says:
Whispering to self: Interesting...a shapeshifting ship.

CEO_JJ says:
::sincerely hopes so::

Sec_Arcon says:
CSec: That's what started the incidents receintly.

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The crewpeople in OPS disappear as the alien ship passes by the station.  The vessel then moves at high speed toward the anamoly.

CSecWolfe says:
COM:Reed:  and if they did......we'd be up a creek, sir

CSO_Tyler says:
@CO: to bad they couldn't stay ...perhaps more learn about them

Sec_Arcon says:
CSec:  Can we send a probe to follow them?

CNS_Savar says:
::Looks around quickly::

CEO_JJ says:
::puts phaser on console and turns attention to the alien craft::

CSecWolfe says:
Arcon:  well, reports from the shuttle show that their method of travel destroys them...

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The alien vessel and the anamoly both disappear in a rather anticlimactic moment.  There is no sign of either.

CO_Reed says:
@COM: Arcadia:  Status?

CEO_JJ says:
CSec: sir the ship used holo technology to change the appearance of their ship

CFCO_Harr says:
Station OPs: I guess we don't have to worry about the door chimes anymore :: laughs hesistantly::

CNS_Savar says:
::Raises eyebrow::

Sec_Arcon says:
All in Ops:  And not even a goodbye.

CEO_JJ says:
OPS: glad that is over

CSecWolfe says:
::shakes head::  In like a lion...out like a lamb

Host AGMDave says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<END MISSION>>>>>>>>>>>>

